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"There is a perfect drink for every occasion and every mood. Carey and John are going to help
you find it!" —J. Kenji López-AltIt's a quandary shared by adventurous and indecisive drinkers
alike: What should I drink tonight? Here to answer that question is Be Your Own Bartender.
Through more than a dozen flowcharts, the book poses a series of questions designed to lead
readers to their ideal drink. With more than 151 original recipes, there's a cocktail for every
mood, taste, and occasion. Are you after something tequila-based or gin-based? Do you like gin
or really like gin? Are you ready to break out the muddler? And is your night winding down or just
getting started? Whatever the answers, Be Your Own Bartender leads you to your destination—
a cocktail effectively designed just for you. With some drinks that are truly adventurous and
others that are friendlier to the cocktail novice, every recipe is created with the home bartender
in mind. Divided into chapters by spirit—with bonus flowcharts for brunch drinks, holiday
parties, and true cocktail nerds—Be Your Own Bartender is the best way to discover the perfect
cocktail for you, in a journey as user-friendly as it is fun.

Food & Wine: "... A genius shortcut (or, rather, a series of genius shortcuts) to picking the perfect
drink--flowcharts for different boozy occasions, leading you to the exact cocktail you didn't even
know you wanted." New York Post: "Best Book of the Week" Old Liquors Magazine: "Remember
those 'Choose Your Own Adventure' children's books? Well, this is the boozy version for
grownups. No matter what you're in the mood for ... you'll find something that's perfect for what
you want to make right now."Liquor.com: "This cocktail book is aimed at home bartenders, not
the pros, and uses cheeky, colorful flowcharts to help guide the reader to a potential
cocktail... Anyone who has sat through a corporate PowerPoint presentation knows that
flowcharts rarely are described as whimsical, but these actually do add a fun, interactive
element to the book." --This text refers to the flexibound edition.About the AuthorCarey Jones is
a food and spirits writer for publications including Food & Wine, Travel + Leisure, and Vogue and
has appeared as a cocktail expert on NPR's Dinner Party Download. Her first book, Brooklyn
Bartender, has been featured by Saveur, Forbes, and many others. Jones is the former
managing editor of the James Beard Award-winning website Serious Eats. John McCarthy is a
consulting mixologist and spirits writer who has created bar programs for establishments in New
York, Nantucket, and beyond. Together with Carey Jones, he is the co-author of "Liquor Cabinet
Roulette," a weekly spirits column for the home bartender on the Food & Wine website.
McCarthy has been featured in a series of cocktail videos for Saveur; he and his cocktails have
been profiled in The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, and other publications; and he
has appeared on-camera on Good Morning America and Today.com. --This text refers to the
flexibound edition.
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KENJI LÓPEZ-ALTYou don’t always need a reason to enjoy a delicious cocktail, but you should
have a reason to pick one drink over another.There’s a reason why I usually fall back on a few of
my favorite cocktails when I’m at home: I know I’m going to like them. There’s also a reason why I
let a good bartender shake me up something new when I’m at a fancy-pants cocktail bar. With
their experience, I’m bound to find something exciting and—even better—perfectly tailored to my
mood.Likewise, there’s a reason why my old friend Carey Jones is the first person I call when I
need to figure out the perfect drink for my next party, and why John McCarthy was who I called
when my restaurant needed a new cocktail program. These two know their drinks, and more
importantly, they know what I want to drink—probably even better than I do.With Be Your Own
Bartender, Carey and John have created a fun and delicious way to bring that custom cocktail
experience home—whether you want something strong and boozy or light and refreshing;
whether you’re willing to put in some extra time or just want something that’ll get you buzzed with
minimal effort (we’ve all been there); whether you’re drinking with friends or drinking alone
(we’ve all been there too). Out there somewhere is a perfect drink for every occasion and every
mood. Carey and John are going to help you find it.INTRODUCTIONWhat are you having?The
bartender catches your eye and walks over to your end of the bar. It’s your turn. What’ll it be?
Sometimes we just don’t know the answer right on the spot. On a summer Friday? It might be a
spicy cucumber margarita. A frigid winter’s night by a roaring fire? That calls for a stiff drink of
bourbon, honey, and clove. And for your New Year’s party: what better than a sparkling cocktail
for a crowd?For every mood, every event, and every taste, there’s a perfect cocktail. And it’s our
goal to help you find it.WHERE DO I START?Well, that’s up to you. You can start with a spirit—
vodka, rum, tequila—or start with an occasion.If you know it’s a rum cocktail you’re after—you’re
just not sure what—flip to the beginning of the rum chapter. Here, we’ll lead you through a series
of questions: Do you want a light, tropical cocktail or something more substantial? Do you prefer
bitter drinks or cocktails bright with citrus? Is ginger appealing or off-putting? (And are you
showing off a little or just making something simple?) Each choice is yours, guiding you directly
to a single drink. It’s almost as if you designed it yourself—because, in a way, you did.Not
wedded to a single spirit, but you’re throwing a brunch, hosting a party, or mixing drinks for the
family over the winter holidays? Follow these themed flowcharts in a choose-your-own-



adventure journey to find the ideal cocktail.As craft cocktails have become increasingly popular,
more imbibers than ever are excited to try their own hand at making creative drinks. But the array
of options—spirits, syrups, juices, bitters—can be overwhelming. It’s our aim to lead you
immediately to a drink that you love, even if it’s a different spirit than you’re used to or a
combination of ingredients you might never have thought of. The best way to be a home
bartender: learn one drink at a time.And if these drinks inspire you to experiment on your own?
Have at it! By taking a tour through the enormous realm of cocktail possibilities, you may start to
come up with ideas yourself.And who are you?Ah, good question. John McCarthy is a mixologist
who has spent more than a decade running bars in New York City. His wife Carey Jones is a
seasoned cocktail writer. True story: We met when Carey wrote about a cocktail menu of John’s.
(As he likes to say, “She reviewed me.”)Together we’ve written a cocktail column for Food &
Wine’s website for more than four years, dubbed “Liquor Cabinet Roulette,” targeted toward the
home bartender—say, folks who love Campari but can’t come up with a drink to make with it, or
who might hope to make a cocktail for their birthday party but don’t quite know how.We believe
cocktails should be fun. They should be as complex as they need to be, but no more. They
should be quirky and boundary pushing in some cases; nostalgic and familiar in others.Thanks
to John’s mixology background, each of these drinks is of a professional caliber—we’d put any
one of them on a cocktail list—but designed for the home bartender.We hope this book has a
cocktail (or ten) for everyone: the Aperol Spritz fan, the mezcal nerd, the cocktail skeptic, the
amaro collector, the man who’s never mixed anything more complex than a gin and tonic, the
woman who hasn’t sipped anything but a martini since 1962.Whoever you are, whatever you
drink—and whatever your skill level—we’ve got a cocktail for you.Start HereEQUIPMENTTo
create excellent cocktails, you need a few proper tools.Cocktail shaker: We recommend a set of
shaking tins—two metal cups, one small and one large, that fit together to form a shaker. It’s the
choice of most professionals, as it’s sturdy, inexpensive, and easy to work with. It’s also perfectly
fine to use a “cobbler shaker,” the more familiar style to home bartenders, with a built-in strainer
and a small cap; or a Boston shaker, with one glass and one metal tin.Strainer: A Hawthorne
strainer fits over the top of a shaking tin and lets you strain out the drink, while holding back the
ice, in one step.Jiggers: The best way to measure your ingredients to ensure you’re consistent.
Jiggers come in different sizes. Make sure yours are marked with the increments you’ll need: ¼
ounce, ½ ounce, 1 ounce, and 2 ounces (and, ideally, ¾ and 1½).Mixing glass: Though you can
stir cocktails in one tin of a shaker, a clear mixing glass is far more attractive and lets you see the
drink you are stirring—and looks great on your bar shelf. (While a Hawthorne strainer will work
with a mixing glass, a rounded “julep strainer” is designed for the purpose.)Barspoon: A long-
handled barspoon is by far the best tool for stirring drinks.Fine strainer: When you double-strain
a cocktail (page xiv) to remove fruit bits, herb flecks, or ice chips, you’ll need a fine strainer to
hold above the surface of the glass.Citrus juicer: A simple hand-held press to juice lemons,
limes, and more.Muddler: A long, heavy implement for smashing fruit, vegetables, or herbs in
the bottom of a shaker.GLASSESIn all honesty, you can pour most cocktails into any vessel you



want, and they’ll turn out fine. But everyone loves a beautiful cocktail, and some drinks are just
better suited to certain glasses. You could pour a martini on the rocks, or even into a little red
Solo cup, but that’s not exactly sexy, is it?If you’ve got room in your freezer, prechilling coupe
glasses is the classiest possible way to serve a cocktail. Drinks served “up” in this manner don’t
have ice, so a chilled glass keeps them at an ideal temperature for longer. If your coupes aren’t
chilled, it’s not the end of the world—just make sure none of your glasses are dishwasher-warm,
or they’ll unchill your drink in a hot second. Ain’t no one who likes a warm Manhattan.Rocks
glass: For many stirred and shaken cocktails served with ice.Coupe: For stirred and shaken
cocktails served “up,” without ice, and some sparkling drinks.Martini glass: For martinis, though
martinis can also be served in coupes.Collins glass: A tall, straight-sided glass, often used for
drinks with tonic or club soda.Wine glass: Used for some sparkling drinks.Pint glass: Used for
some cocktails containing a large volume of beer or soda.Ice Matters, TooThere’s only one
ingredient that 99% of cocktails have in common: ice. And while ice should be flavorless,
sometimes it’s not. If you’ve had the same ice cubes in your freezer for two months and they
smell a little old or musty, toss ‘em.Bartenders often get superfancy with ice, and we will say that
perfectly square 1.25-inch ice cubes look awfully good in a cocktail. We particularly like serving
boozy drinks over one large (2-inch) cube, known as “a rock” (rather than “the rocks”). With less
surface area, one big rock melts more slowly and thus lasts longer. Silicone ice molds in both
these sizes are widely available and inexpensive.For our purposes, a few general tips for ice will
suffice: Make sure you have plenty of it. Make sure it doesn’t smell off. And whether you’re using
standard ice cube trays, fancier ones, or your freezer’s ice maker, the best ice is uniform in size.
Shaggy, irregular bagged ice can work in a pinch, but will melt more quickly and water a drink
down. And if every other aspect of your cocktail is beautiful, shouldn’t the ice be photogenic, too?
TECHNIQUEIf you’re old enough to drink, you’re skilled enough to make a cocktail. (Given the
right recipes, of course.) Drink making isn’t rocket science. It’s not technically or physically
difficult. If you can squeeze a lemon, stir sugar into hot water, and measure some liquid, you can
make a cocktail. The equipment might be unfamiliar, but the techniques are straightforward.That
said, great cocktails do require attention to detail—a lot of attention. Minor errors can derail a
good drink: two-day-old cucumber juice, a wilted garnish, too little honey, a too-brief stir, a too-
weak shake. But once you learn a few basics, you’re on your way to making impressive cocktails
of your own.Shaking and StirringSo much of cocktail making comes down to proper shaking and
stirring. These skills might sound basic—and in a way, they are. But you can’t make cookies with
clumpy, unmixed batter, and your lasagna won’t come out right if you cook it too long. Similarly,
under-stirred or under-shaken cocktails just don’t taste as great as they should.With both
techniques, you’re accomplishing three things: mixing, chilling, and diluting. The first two are
pretty self-explanatory. If you’re just working with alcohol, liqueurs, and other more-or-less
translucent liquids, you’ll generally stir; with fresh juices, particularly citrus, you’ll need a good
shake to properly incorporate all the ingredients. In both cases, the ice in the shaker or mixing
glass chills the liquid.When shaking or stirring, the ice also melts, adding water that dilutes the



drink. Dilution isn’t a bad thing (we’re not trying to water down your cocktail, promise). It mellows
the boozy ingredients and helps the whole cocktail come together. An under-stirred martini won’t
just be too warm, it’ll taste harsh and aggressive—violently boozy, not pleasurably so. In both
stirred and shaken drinks, water, in the form of ice melt, constitutes an ounce or even an ounce
and a half of the final cocktail, as much as  of the drink. Suffice it to say: it matters!Make sure
your shakes are good and hard, your stirs are nice and long, and that you’re always using a lot of
ice. And not to get mystical on you, but shaking and stirring is also the step where you’re imbuing
your cocktail with energy and life, so shake it like you mean it!One more technique for the more
daring among you: the double shake. Any drink that contains egg or egg white—don’t be afraid!
—needs two shakes: a hard one without ice to combine the ingredients and aerate the egg white
(that’s the “dry shake”); then another with ice to chill it all down (the “wet shake”).We know that
raw egg white can turn people off a drink. We also know that once you try a cocktail with egg
white, you’ll probably fall in love. It’s all in the texture. Egg white drinks have a luscious, silky
consistency, with a gorgeous thick head on top. While it doesn’t contribute flavor of its own—we
promise, there’s nothing “eggy” tasting—it does have a softening effect on other flavors. A
whiskey sour without egg white is sharp and zippy and a little boozy; a whiskey sour with egg
white is smoother, seemingly lighter, richer. Neither is “better” or more “correct,” but there is a
dramatic difference.For a single cocktail, one medium-size egg white is just right. Use good
judgment as you would when using raw egg for a salad dressing, say: if the egg is odd-looking or
off-smelling, don’t use it. As for technique, it’s all in the dry shake/wet shake (see below). If in
doubt, just shake a little longer.To shake: Combine ingredients in the small shaking tin. Fill the
large tin approximately  full with ice (about 2 cups/250g). Pour the liquid into the large tin over
the ice, then nestle the top of the small tin into the top of the large and pound on the top hard to
form a seal. With one hand on the large tin and one on the small, shake hard—imagine the ice
ricocheting back and forth from end to end—for 10 to 15 seconds. You’ll feel the metal tins get
cold in your hands. Unseal, and then strain your drink into the glass.To stir: Add liquid
ingredients to a mixing glass, and fill with ice to just beneath its lip (about 1 cup/125g). Stir with a
long barspoon, running the back of the barspoon around the inside rim of the glass. Stir for 45
seconds—yes, it sounds like a lot, but it’s essential. (We’re really looking for that ounce to ounce
and a half of ice melt, and for the cocktail to reach 32°F or just below.) Strain the drink into the
glass.To double-shake (with egg or egg white): Combine ingredients, including egg white, in the
small tin of the shaker as described above. (Add the egg white before the other ingredients, so
that just in case the yolk breaks in the process, you don’t waste any spirit.) Do not add ice. Seal
the shaker as described above and shake hard for 10 to 15 seconds. Unseal, pouring the liquid
into the small tin. Fill the large tin approximately  full with ice (about 2 cups/250g). Seal, shake,
and strain as described above.Muddling and Double-StrainingOnce you’ve got those down?
Next up is muddling. Or “smashing stuff up.” There’s no real science to this—just pound away in
the metal tin of your cocktail shaker. An actual muddler is ideal for this, though another heavy
implement will do in a pinch. A simple rule: the tougher the ingredient, the harder the muddle.



Ginger and lemongrass require a lot of muscle—seriously, pound ’em, make a lot of noise.
Rosemary, too. Apples and cucumbers don’t need quite as much effort. Berries and more
delicate herbs, less still—gently press.Along with muddling comes double-straining, also known
as “fine straining.” After shaking or stirring a cocktail, you strain it into a glass: the drink is poured
out, the ice is held back and then discarded. To double-strain, you put a fine mesh strainer over
the glass to catch any solid bits—ginger fibers, strawberry seeds, basil flecks, ice chips. Is it
totally necessary? Strictly speaking, it won’t affect the taste too much, but do you really want to
get basil bits caught in your teeth?GarnishOkay, glassware matters. But garnishes? Those
matter even more. Science will tell you that much of what we perceive as flavor comes through
aroma—essentially, we taste through smell. And garnishes are all about aromatics. If there’s an
herb garnish on a drink, say, its scent completely colors your perception of the cocktail.
(Especially when you take a sip and your nose is buried right in it.)Citrus twists go even further.
When you need a twist, cut a big, thick peel from the fruit, 3 to 4 inches long; hold it above the
drink, with the colored peel facing down, and pull the sides up, spraying citrus oils over the
surface of the liquid. Look closely and you’ll see droplets of oil clinging to the glass or floating on
top of the drink—that burst of oil adds a bright, distinctive citrus flavor. (Those oils are
flammable, too; we’ll get to that later.) Gently run the colored side of the peel along the rim of the
glass to further spread the citrus oils.Generally, we call for either long, 3- to 4-inch citrus twists,
or 1-inch rounds of citrus peel for a more delicate effect. Both are usually added to the drink
itself, though in some cases, if we’re looking for only the citrus oils and not the decorative
garnish, the rounds are discarded. If adding to the drink, the colored side should face up.As for
herb garnishes—it may sound odd, but give them a little smack with your hand before placing
them on the drink. Doing so breaks up some of the cell structure, releasing more aroma. (Give it
a try: clap a basil leaf between your palms and the scent will be much stronger. And the scent is
the whole point.) A more delicate herb like mint can just get a few firm pats against the side of
your hand; something tough like rosemary needs a stronger whack.The garnish should be fresh
and beautiful. If you wouldn’t eat it, don’t garnish with it.Cocktails for a partyFor a single cocktail,
you’re shaking or stirring. If you’re making two cocktails, you can just double up the ingredients
and make both at the same time. But when you’re serving a big crowd, it’s often easier to make
many drinks at once. Methods vary, depending on the cocktail. In every case, we’re looking to
properly mix the ingredients, chill the drink fully, and add necessary dilution via ice melt.Methods
for 6 cocktails (double for 12)Shaken method: In a one-quart sealable container, combine each
listed ingredient, multiplied by six. Seal, then shake hard to incorporate ingredients. Pour into a 2-
quart pitcher over 4 cups (500g) of ice and give a quick stir, then set aside as you prepare
glasses or garnishes; the drink will be sufficiently chilled and diluted within 10 minutes. Stir to
reincorporate ingredients, then serve and garnish as directed. (To make ahead, combine all
ingredients in a 1-quart sealable container, refrigerate until ready for use, then, when you’re
ready to serve, shake hard and stir over ice in the same manner.)Stirred method: In a 2-quart
pitcher with 4 cups (500g) of ice, combine all ingredients, multiplied by six, and stir for one



minute. Serve and garnish as directed. (To make ahead, combine all ingredients in a 1-quart
sealable container, refrigerate until ready for use, then stir over ice in the same manner.)Blender
method: In a blender without ice, combine each listed ingredient other than sparkling wine or
club soda, multiplied by six. Blend on high for 10 seconds. Strain through a fine-mesh strainer—
either directly into a 2-quart pitcher over 4 cups (500g) of ice (to serve immediately), or into a
one-quart container without ice (to prepare ahead; if preparing ahead, shake hard when you
remove from the refrigerator, then pour over ice as above). Add sparkling wine or club soda, if
using, and stir to incorporate ingredients. Once poured over ice, the drink will be sufficiently
chilled and diluted within ten minutes. Serve and garnish as directed.Pitcher method: Combine
each listed ingredient, multiplied by your number of guests, in a pitcher with ice and stir
briefly.INGREDIENTSJuicesA huge percentage of cocktails contain either lime or lemon juice.
Both should always be fresh. Unfortunately, there’s no shortcut here we can tip you off to—no
concentrate that’s just as good, no bottled brand that does the trick. Unless you’ve got a
neighborhood juice shop that’ll rip through a dozen lemons for you (or a team of house-elves, or
a barback in your employ), juicing is something you’ve got to do on your own. But a handheld
citrus press is easy and inexpensive. If you’re having a party and want to prep in advance, we
find that lime and lemon juices can last around 24 hours in the fridge without any real decline in
quality. We recommend straining all citrus juices through a fine strainer to remove pulp and any
stray bits of seed. Removing the pulp also helps the juice last a bit longer.Orange and grapefruit
are best fresh, too. If you’ve got the kind of grocery store that presses a quart of pulpy orange
juice right in front of you, that’s a fair substitute, as long as you strain before using. Ditto
grapefruit. (No Tropicana, please.)Plenty of drinks in this book do use store-bought juices: 100%
pomegranate juice is just fine bottled, and you can buy POM almost everywhere. We love
cranberry juice for its powerful acidity, but always look for 100% cranberry and nothing else.
Labels can be deceptive; something marked “100% juice” can be mostly grape or apple.
“Cranberry” should be the only ingredient listed; if it’s almost too tart to drink, you’ve got the right
stuff.Cucumber, watermelon, honeydew, and ginger fall in the DIY camp. A juicer will make quick
work of any of these, but if you don’t have one, there’s a workaround. Cut the fruit into chunks,
toss the pieces in a blender, and add just enough water to cover the blades. Then blend until the
mixture is very smooth. Strain through a fine-mesh strainer and discard the solids.A Word About
SugarIf there’s one comment we hear from folks who claim not to like cocktails, it’s this: “They’re
too sweet.” And sure, cocktails can be. Every garishly colored frozen daiquiri and appletini of the
’80s and ’90s contributed to that perception.But they don’t have to be. Whether you’re making a
pink strawberry cocktail or the booziest and bitterest, the key is always balance—hitting the right
point between tart, sweet, bitter, rich, boozy.So please: Don’t omit the sugar in these cocktails.
(Or honey or agave.) A cocktail with sugar isn’t necessarily sweet any more than cookies with
salt in the recipe are salty. Sweeteners are a binding agent that help pull a drink together and
round out the rough edges, making it a coherent whole. Often when we’re developing recipes, a
cocktail that doesn’t taste quite right just needs its sugar levels tweaked.By all means, drink a



vodka-soda or tequila with lime sans sweetener if that’s your thing—but don’t just pull the sugar
from a cocktail; you’ll end up with an inferior drink.And if calories are your concern, the problem
isn’t the sugar. In a true daiquiri (that’s just light rum, lime, and sugar), the sugar contributes 36
calories; the rum, 115. In an Old Fashioned? Sugar: 12 calories; whiskey: 140. Unless you’re
dealing with syrupy premade cocktail mixes (and now that you’ve got this book, you don’t need
to!), it’s the booze that’s bringing the calories. Eggnog is the only exception.Syrups and
InfusionsTrust us: nothing makes you feel cooler than serving cocktails with a spirit you’ve
infused yourself. (“Oh, this? It’s just a martini with my own sencha tea vodka . . .”)Syrups and
infusions generally require time, but not active time. For a syrup, you’re letting an ingredient
steep in sugar water; for an infusion, in booze. And while you might not create a whole syrup just
for your Tuesday night cocktail, it’s an easy process to start the night before a party. Or you can
make one batch, and it’ll last for weeks. (Having cardamom syrup on hand, we promise, will
significantly upgrade your quality of life.)There are also more basic syrups you’ll see throughout
this book: simple, raw sugar, honey, and agave. Granulated sugar tends to stay, well, granulated
when shaken or stirred, so for cocktails it’s best to use in liquid form, as “simple syrup”: heat up
water, combine one part sugar to one part hot water, and stir until it’s clear. That’s it. Simple will
keep for two weeks, and generally much longer, hanging out in the fridge. “Raw sugar syrup” is
the same thing, but made from Sugar In The Raw or a similar brand.Honey and agave nectar are
liquid already, but so thick that they get clumpy when you mix them with cold ingredients. So we
turn these into syrups with the same process: dissolve 1:1 in hot water and stir until smooth.
Recipes start on page 219.BittersJust as a pinch of cinnamon or cumin can transform a dish, a
dash of bitters can have an enormous impact on a cocktail.PRO TIPRefrigerate your bitters to
help them last longer.The two most important are orange bitters and Angostura, particularly the
latter. (If a bartender talks about “bitters” without specifying which—making a “bitters and soda,”
say—odds are they’re talking about Angostura. Or, as the kids call it, Ango.) Its complex array of
bitter, earthy, and warm spice flavors add instant depth and roundness to a cocktail. It’s got a
particular (but by no means exclusive) affinity for aged spirits, including whiskeys and dark rums.
When you’ve got a light, citrusy drink (or a great gin martini), orange bitters are often your friend.
Angostura orange bitters, available in many grocery stores, will do just fine; we also like the
orange bitters from Fee Brothers and Regans’.Thanks to their concentrated flavors, bitters can
play a starring role in extremely simple drinks. For an almost non-alcoholic drink, stir six or seven
dashes of Angostura bitters into a tall glass of club soda with ice, and add a squeeze of lime. Or
try dashing a few drops of lighter bitters into a glass of sparkling wine—lavender, grapefruit, or
other fruit bitters are all delicious this way.PRO TIPOur “house blend” of orange bitters is half
Regans’, half Fee Brothers; Fee’s is floral and blossomy, Regans’ has more depth.Other Bitters
We LoveGrapefruit (similar to orange)Celery (savory, vegetal)Aromatic (warm spice,
cinnamon)Lavender (floral, of course)Peychaud’s (anise, bright red color)Bittermens Hellfire
Habanero Shrub (technically not a bitters, but used in a similar manner; adds spicy heat to
cocktails)SpiritsPerhaps the most pressing question—what booze should you buy?Vodka: While



there are superpremium vodkas we really respect, vodka, as a rule, does not need to be
expensive. Flavorless by design, vodka is horrifying at the lowest end (if you’re drinking Popov
after age 22, you’re doing it wrong), but once you get to the $20/bottle mark, odds are you’re
good. Our go-to is Stoli (Stolichnaya), affordable and available virtually everywhere.Gin: Over the
last decade there’s been an explosion of gins hitting the market, and many are excellent:
Brooklyn Gin, The Botanist, Monkey 47, Dorothy Parker American Gin, and the fascinating
lineup from St. George Spirits are just a few favorites. But for a staple cocktail gin, we default to
two: Beefeater and Plymouth. Both absolute classics, both well balanced and juniper forward,
both available everywhere, both suitable for just about every gin cocktail. In some we prefer the
boozier Beefeater; in others, the slightly lower-proof Plymouth. (Tanqueray and newcomer
Sipsmith are both top-notch London Dry gins we’d happily mix with, too.)Rum: There are so
many variations on this spirit: crisp, dry white rums you could swap in for vodka; funky and full-
flavored rums whose flavor will dominate a cocktail; rich, aged rums luscious with flavors of
vanilla and caramel. When mixing drinks, we turn to a few again and again: Brugal Extra Dry for
light rum (Flor de Caña 4 year is also a good bet); Mount Gay Black Barrel for something darker,
with barrel-aged flavor and body; Appleton Estate Signature Blend for the inimitable funky flavor
of Jamaican rum; and Diplomatico Reserva Exclusiva for the richest of all.Agave: Pueblo Viejo is
our go-to cocktail tequila, an incredible value whether you’re using the silver blanco, lightly aged
reposado, or longer-aged, darker añejo. For mezcal, we’ll always use Fidencio Clásico Mezcal,
which is reasonably priced and everything a great mezcal should be: earthy, smoky, citrusy,
complex.Whiskey: We think a great cocktail bourbon should be 86 proof, reasonably priced, and
neither too sweet nor too aggressive; our go-to is Old Forester. For rye? The American classic
Rittenhouse; all our rye cocktail recipes are tested with this 100-proof spirit. When we’re using
Scotch in cocktails, it’s blended Scotch, and The Famous Grouse is our pick (or for something
smokier, The Black Grouse); for Irish whiskey, the full-bodied Tullamore Dew.Brandy: An often-
misunderstood category, brandy is any spirit distilled from a base of fruit. Most brandies you’ll be
familiar with are distilled from grapes and barrel aged, including Cognac. The spirit can be
extremely expensive due to its long aging process, but several respected Cognac houses have
released more affordable bottlings that are intended for cocktails; H by Hine is our gold
standard.We’re mildly obsessed with applejack and apple brandy, both distilled from the fruit
and barrel aged (applejack is then blended with a neutral grain spirit; apple brandy is just the
brandy). Our favorite by a long shot is American made, by Laird’s, the oldest licensed distillery in
the States. (Seriously—George Washington drank this stuff.)Other EssentialsYou can’t make the
classics without vermouth, both sweet and dry. For sweet vermouth, we’re using Carpano Antica
Formula; Dolin Dry is our go-to for dry vermouth. (And in a few drinks we’re using Carpano
Bianco—a light-hued vermouth that’s sweeter and more floral than the dry but not as rich as the
sweet.)PRO TIPAlways, always refrigerate your vermouth once it’s open. Vermouth is wine-
based and will go off if it’s not kept chilled. Both Carpano and Dolin sell small bottles, so they
don’t need to take up your whole fridge.Orange liqueur is another staple—Cointreau is available



everywhere and up at 80 proof (40% ABV), right where we like it.To our minds, Aperol and
Campari are just as essential. The former is a light and just slightly bitter Italian aperitivo with
strong notes of orange; the latter is more of an acquired taste, complex and bittersweet. Both
add depth and character to cocktails (along with a lovely red hue), and both should be
considered staples.The elderflower liqueur St-Germain is another bartender workhorse; use it
when you want to contribute a touch of floral flavor.And you might notice that we top quite a few
cocktails with sparkling wine. In some cases (The Duck Race, page 30) it makes up most of the
cocktail; in others (Apples & Oranges, page 169) it’s just a bubbly accent. Sparkling drinks are
festive and often quite simple, some requiring nothing more than pouring a liqueur or a spirit into
a glass of bubbly.There’s no need to splurge on fancy Champagne here. Our favorite reasonably
priced sparklers are French wines from outside the Champagne region; we rely on Côté Mas
Crémant de Limoux Brut, dry and pleasant and under $15. When it comes to Cava, Dibon Cava
Brut Reserve and Anna de Codorniu Blanc de Blancs are our go-tos. We prefer either to
Prosecco, but if you are using the Italian sparkling wine, make sure you’re using a bottle on the
drier side, like Mionetto Prosecco Brut.THESE ARE A FEW OF OUR FAVORITE
THINGSMixologists can keep a massive arsenal of bottles at the ready. At home, most of us
don’t have that option. So we’ve tried to be (reasonably) restrained in the bottles we use for the
recipes in this book—and if we have you buying a slightly obscure liqueur, we’ll do our best to
show you how to use it in more than one cocktail, promise.Sherries: You’ll find that we use
several different sherries throughout this book. If you think of sherry as that sweet, dark brown
stuff that British grandmas sip after dinner, this may seem odd. But sherry wines cover a huge
spectrum of flavor. Fino (Tio Pepe is the most widely available bottle and our go-to) is lighter and
drier than even the driest white wine; amontillado, a little gutsier; oloroso, nutty and richer but still
balanced in its sweetness. We love sherries because they’re complex and a little savory, and at
generally around 16 to 20% ABV, they can contribute layered flavor without tons of alcohol. (And
if you buy a bottle for cocktails, and have some left over? Just drink it.)Lillet and Lillet Rose: Both
are wine-based aperitifs; both have a rich grape character with a citrus lift. They’re tasty enough
to drink on their own (we love either with ice and club soda, plus a lemon wedge squeezed in),
but they also blend beautifully with just about any spirit.Pamplemousse: Orange liqueur is the
classic, but we’re just as fond of this grapefruit liqueur, which you’ll see used a half-dozen times
throughout the book. We opt for Combier Pamplemousse Rose.Cynar: Once you’ve developed a
taste for Campari, you might want to go more bitter still; that’s when you should give this earthy,
herbal, artichoke-based liqueur a try.Amaro Montenegro: Like Campari and Cynar, it’s an amaro,
an Italianmade bitter liqueur. Of all the above, Montenegro is one of the easiest to love, a precise
balance of bitter and sweet, orangey and herbal.Luxardo Maraschino: Not the sticky-sweet red
syrup surrounding Shirley Temple cherries, but an extremely sophisticated, balanced Marasca
cherry liqueur with almost two hundred years of history. It’s a fixture of classics like the Martinez
and the Aviation but can be much more versatile, too.Chartreuse: The most storied of all herbal
liqueurs, made by French Carthusian monks from an undisclosed recipe. Both yellow and green



Chartreuse add tremendous herbal character to cocktails. Yellow is lower proof than
green.VODKAIt’s the first bottle some drinkers reach for when making a cocktail. For others, it’s
the last. Yet no spirit has quite the everyman appeal of vodka. Essentially flavorless by design,
it’s a chameleon in cocktails, able to take on any flavor you like—herbal or fruity, sweet or savory.
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K. Bennett, “Offers more variety but also requires more investment. A fun read and a good tool
for people really interested in mixing drinks at home. This book has plenty of recipes above and
beyond the ones that appear in every drinks recipe book, but be advised that they also ask for a
lot of ingredients that aren't commonly found. If you're interested in mixing your own syrups and
components, you can expand your repertoire a lot.”

Michael Kimiecik, “Terrific book. I met co-author Carey Jones at a party a couple of months ago
and was so impressed by her that I ran home and pre-ordered this book. It really doesn't
disappoint. Not only are the recipes terrific, the book is really well organized, including a flow-
chart at the beginning that can recommend a particular recipe for you based on how you're
feeling. Highly recommend both for cocktail newbies and more experienced drinkers looking for
something tasty, interesting and new.”

William T., “Great book to feel confident about making great drinks. I wanted a book to help me
making a bit more challenging drinks than mixing whiskey with coke. This book is really nice. It
explains everything including the basics. You will be making your own syrups and infused liquor
in no time! I really enjoyed browsing the book or using the flowcharts to find a new drink to try.
Recommended.”

bb, “such a fun book!. i totally love this book - it's been really fun to get ideas and drink fun
drinks.i wish the social media community was there for it though - i'd love to see more pictures of
the drinks and read feedback from other users.buy this book - you will love it!!!”

Andrew S Merrill, “Single guys, listen up.... One day and three drinks in and I already love this
book. Sure, it might take a little time and effort to procure some of the ingredients in there, but
the experience of trying new things alone has already been worth it. Being single, the ability to
make fancy drinks for potential dates makes this book worth it's weight in gold. Every single guy
should invest in this...”

The book by Carey Jones has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 156 people have provided feedback.
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